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Discourse XVIII
“Virtuous monks, the physical body composed of the four great elements is impermanent;

every part of it including the spleen, stomach, liver, and gall bladder, the hair, nails, and teeth as
well only proves that all dharmas are empty appearances.

The place were your one thought comes to rest is called the Bodhi Tree; the place were
your one thought cannot come to rest is called the Avidya Tree.    Avidya has no dwelling place;
Avidya has no beginning and no end.    If your successive thoughts cannot come to rest you go up
the Avidya tree; you enter the six paths of existence and the four modes of birth, wear fur on your
body and horns on your head.    If your successive thoughts can come to rest, then this very body
is the pure body.

When not a single thought arises in your mind then you go up the Bodhi tree: you super-
naturally transform yourself in the three realms and change your bodily form at will.    You re-
joice in the Dharma, delight in Samadhi and the radiance of your body shines forth of itself.    At
the thought of garments a thousand lengths of brocade are at hand; at the thought of food a hun-
dred delicacies are before you; further, you never suffer unusual illness.

‘Bodhi has no dwelling place, therefore it is not attainable.’

Rinzai calls out to the people who are practicing together with him and calls them, “Vir-
tuous monks.”    The place that we read today doesn’t seem that difficult at all.    But he does talk
about the ‘Bodhi Tree, “ and so I think it’s necessary to interpret what he means by that.    But all
of you who have been studying the Rinzai Roku with me up until now upon reading this you’ll
think that it’s not at all difficult.    He’s just saying the natural ordinary thing.

We are told that Shakyamuni the historical Buddha when he was still very young mani-
fested the wisdom that clearly understood that this world was made of the activity of imperma-
nence.    In contrast to the activity of impermanence, mujo 無常 , is the activity of permanence,
ujo 有常, and the condition of permanence is also in contrast to this.    We can call it niccha as
opposed to annicha.    

What place of residence does the activity of impermanence have?    Of course the activity
of impermanence manifests the body of impermanence.    And we have to grasp this body as a
body that never changes.    Of course the activity of impermanence causes this body to grow and
develop and mature.    But as I always say the body of the self is always one.    This body of the
self is a single one and only unique body.    The true self, therefore, is not impermanent, it is eter-
nal.    It is always unchanging and unique and singular.    

The activity of impermanence is the activity that is moving and acting.    And as I always
say, when you analyze this activity of impermanence you see that it is composed of the two op-
posing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    Whether the activity of impermanence is doing
the complete activity of impermanence or the incomplete activity of impermanence it is always
manifesting the same one unique body.    

But here comes a problem, and what problem is it?    As I always say the activity of im-
permanence is manifesting two different conditions, the condition of unification and the condi-
tion of opposition.    When tatha-gata and tatha-agata manifest the condition of unification, when
impermanence manifests unification, then the one and only single body is manifest.    In the case
of opposition the activity of impermanence manifests itself as the opposition of tatha-gata and
tatha-agata.    There are two different conditions within this condition of opposition.    Because
tatha-gata and tatha-agata are opposing one another there are different realms or worlds within
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this state of opposition.    Two realms tatha-gata and tatha-agata have appeared, but these two
realms are within the single cosmos.    

I’ve spoken over and over again about the activity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata alternat-
ingly unifying themselves and opposing one another.    It’s just like man and woman.    When
these two opposing activities are facing one another then two separate distinct worlds appear.
But tatha-gata experiences the world of tatha-agata, and tatha-agata experiences the world of
tatha-gata.    Man and woman both experience each other’s worlds simultaneously.    This activity
of mutually catching each other’s worlds is done without any will.    In the case when tatha-gata
and tatha-agata mutually experience each other’s worlds then one world is manifest, and this is
the world of the zero activity.    This is what I always talk about.    The place that this activity of
at once becoming one, and then facing one another over and over and over again is, although it
manifests itself in these two different ways, it is a single place.    

During this process of tatha-gata and tatha-agata becoming one and facing one another
over and over and over again a unique activity called jonetsu 情熱 , or passion, sexual feeling,
arises.    And as I always say, with the appearance of jonetsu the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-
agata manifest the state of actual separation or division, which is different than simply facing or
contrasting one another.     And when tatha-gata and tatha-agata separate within this separation
arises the incomplete universe, incomplete space.    We call this kukan 空間　 this incomplete
space, as opposed to absolute space.    Kukan means incomplete absolute space, incomplete zero,
incomplete emptiness.    

Kukan is that which appears having incomplete absolute space, incomplete great universe
as its content, and we all of us are appearing having this kukan as the content of our bodies.
And as I said yesterday and the day before, in this case, tatha-gata and tatha-agata and also ap-
pear in incomplete condition.    And the tatha-gata thus going activity stands up on the outside
and embraces the incomplete space.    And tatha-agata, the thus coming activity is sanding up on
the inside, inside of everyone’s, and embracing the incomplete space from the inside.

As I said yesterday everyone like this word meditation, and there’s nothing wrong with
meditation, but you should understand that meditation is only one tiny part of Zen, and the heart
of Zen practice is to contemplate this condition of the self which has appeared, and when it has
appeared it has appeared in this incomplete state, being embraced by the incomplete activities of
tatha-gata and tatha-agata. 

All of you are taking your kekkafuza, lotus posture, and also are all existent things that
have developed consciousness, so you will all come to understand that you are being embraced
from the outside by the incomplete tatha-gata which we can call future, and embraced from the
inside by the incomplete tatha-agata which is the past activity.    Zen contemplation is the con-
templation of the fact that the future and past are both embracing you from the outside and the
inside.    

And you also will understand that the future activity is the activity of father, and there re-
ally is no father, it is simply the activity of tatha-gata.    And you must also clearly understand
that in the case where tatha-gata has formed, helped create the self, because it has given part of
its power in order to create the self, it’s no longer the pure tatha-gata, it’s appearing as the activ-
ity of future.    And the same is true of tatha-agata, when it helped give birth to the self it gave
part of its activity in order to give birth to the self, and so it’s no longer the pure activity of tatha-
agata, it is appearing as the incomplete activity of tatha-agata.    That is what we call mother.

And as I always say, the self is appearing with both the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-
agata.      Different than mother and father, the child has both the activities of plus and minus,
tatha-gata and tatha-agata, and so it is the most precious kind of existence.    It’s very similar to
the complete activity of Tathagata.    When you read various sutras they always describe the self
as the noble thing, the precious thing, and now, after having listened to this teisho you can under-
stand why.

Mother and father also had childhoods, and in their childhood they also had both the ac-
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tivities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata as their content.    But when mother and father give birth to
the child they are no longer mother and father, they are simply the activities of tatha-gata and
tatha-agata.    Since this is what I always talk about I’m sure everybody already gets it.    It seems
like you should understand it but when you do your zazen, then again, it seems like you don’t un-
derstand.    What I’m teaching you is that when you take this posture of your zazen, the kekka-
fuza posture, that posture in and of itself is the unification of past, present, and future, the unifi-
cation of mother, father, and child.    The state of kekkafuza is the state of zero.    There is no
world other than that world.    The manifestation of zero is also called shikantaza, just sitting, this
phrase was created by the practitioners in China,  but there’s nothing at all  different between
shikantaza and kekkafuza.    They are the same.    

So you can clearly understand what the condition is when the self has appeared.    The self
has appeared having both the position of father, and the position of mother, the standpoint of fu-
ture and the standpoint of past as its content.    The three worlds have appeared within this one
great universe.      There is no great universe outside of these three worlds.      The condition of
kekkafuza, this lotus posture, or shikantaza, is the condition which is not two.    It is only one,
and we can also say that this is the manifestation of true love.    Everyone says that people cannot
survive without love, and it’s exactly that way isn’t it.    We are thinking animals, and so we need
love to survive.    The self needs love to survive, and in order to manifest this love it must do the
activity of zero in order to manifest the complete self, the perfect self.    There’s a condition in
which the self is incomplete and this incomplete self must strive to become complete.      The
world in which one must become complete is the world of desire.    This is the world in which
one does the activity of seeking love.    One does the activity of coveting, of being greedy after
love.    

The kind of love which seeks to satisfy the incomplete self, when the self is in the state of
incompleteness is called selfish love, or greedy love, coveting love.    It’s different than true love.
So I guess it’s necessary to memorize this, there are two kinds of love within the activity of love.
The person who is seeking love, whether it’s selfish love or true love is the same, it’s the self.

And where does the self look for love?    The self looks for love towards mother and fa-
ther, and the self makes mother and father its food, and seeks love in that way.    But as I said yes-
terday, when the self is just and infant it isn’t possible for the self to take the lead in making rela -
tionship with mother and father.    Oppositely mother and father are the ones who take the lead in
making relationship with the self.    The self doesn’t have the strength.    But, mother’s activity
and father’s activity are opposing one another, and so the giving of the activity of father by father
and the activity of mother by mother does not take place in the way that you all think it does, in a
just unconditionally, unquestioningly you think that it takes place.    

The activity of tatha-gata is  expanding, and the activity of tatha-agata is  contracting.
The father is making relationship with the child through the activity of expansion, and the mother
is making relationship with the child through the activity of contraction, and so the child must al-
ways, over and over again, be going towards mother, and going towards father back and forth.
And as I said yesterday, this activity of the child going back and forth to mother and father is
called the activity of feeling, and if we dissect this activity of feeling we can see that it’s two dif -
ferent kinds of feeling.    It’s the feeling that happens when the child meets up with father, and
gives the activity of father back to father, and oppositely when the child meets mother it gives
the activity of mother back to mother, and when it does this giving it becomes father and mother.
And as I said yesterday this activity of feeling becomes consciousness, is part of the activity of
consciousness, and when we talk about the child giving back to mother and father the power
which it has received from mother and father, we are talking in terms of consciousness.    I guess
it’s fine to think of it in terms of actually tearing your body apart and blood spurting out, but that
isn’t what I’m talking about.    It’s a question of consciousness, and this is the way in which con-
sciousness matures and develops.

So you can see clearly it is a big mistake to think that the self which has appeared is a fix-
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ated thing.    The self is never fixated.    The moment the self appears it immediately wins the
standpoint of father and becomes father, or wins the standpoint of mother and becomes mother.
In the cases when the self doesn’t have any strength, then it’s mother and father who take the
lead in making this relationship, and in the cases where the self does it’s the self that is taking the
lead, but in either case the self ends of becoming mother and becoming father.    There are no
conditions in which the self is fixated.    The self is always winning the position of past and fu-
ture, of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, and on the one hand becoming the activity of tatha-gata, and
on the other hand becoming the activity of tatha-agata.

And when this  happens,  when the self  completely gives itself  back to  tatha-gata and
tatha-agata there appears the world where only tatha-gata and tatha-agata exist, and this is the
world of the source, and the source does, then, its activity of over and over again the two activi-
ties of tatha-gata and tatha-agata facing one another and then unifying.    The activities of past
and future within this condition where the self has disappeared, the activities of tatha-gata and
tatha-agata also do not fixate.    Tatha-gata and tatha-agata never fixate,    here they are facing one
another, but then immediately they are unifying with one another, and this state of unification,
this state of complete love, also doesn’t fixate, it moves again.    The condition of the origin, we
can call it the condition of true love, the condition of zero is not a stagnate, fixated condition.    

When we give this activity, condition of zero a character we can call it the almighty.    For
people who believe in God, God, or the ultimate being.    Everyone wants to become the perfect
being. Everybody wants to meet the complete being, and through this meeting of God, or the ab-
solute being find peace.    So to think that people can’t exist without love, people can’t exist with-
out God is a fine way of thinking.    But, when you are in the state of existing as you there is no
God, there is no ultimate being, there is no zero, there is no true love.    In this world there is just
the self and past and future only.

For some people there are just these three worlds of present past and future.    But if you
practice then there is also this condition where there is just man and woman, and the self has dis-
solved.    The self has become man and woman, these two.    So from the perspective of one who
has really  practiced,  who had developed in their  practice,  then man is  always looking upon
woman and seeing woman as himself.    The self is always looking upon the self.    Future looks
upon past, and past looks upon future, and they both see each other as themselves.    In the case
where the self is looking upon the self the self which is looking and the self which looked upon,
when this condition comes of the meeting of these two selves, for example if a man is looking
upon a woman the man is within the woman, and immediately the man throws himself into the
woman (Correction: slight addition: Roshi used the word “furiageru” which I didn’t understand, it means to
“lift over your head,” so you lift yourself over your head and then throw yourself away.. )  And it’s the same for
a woman, seeing the man and immediately recognizing the man as herself, at once she throws
herself into the man who is looking upon her.    This is something you can always do.    This is the
activity of the spirit, the spiritual function.

But even if you manifest true love, true love is not fixated.    True love again splits itself
open and the worlds of past, present, and future appear.    So you can see, and I can get into the
details of this later, that the self is never fixated.    If God or true love were a fixated condition
then you can just attach to it and drop down dead right there.    Although you might be shocked
by it, Zen very sternly cautions you, the standpoint of God, the standpoint of true love, the stand-
point of zero or Buddha is not a fixated thing.    Don’t attach to it.    People who believe in reli-
gion hearing that will be very shocked.    But the standpoint of Buddhism is uncompromising.
We certainly negate this belief in a fixated almighty, a fixated God, a fixated true love because
we know that when God or the almighty is fixated this is the cause of people thinking, “My God
is the best.    My God is superior to yours,” and disputes and wars are unending because of this.    

But human beings fixate their own life, their own existence, thinking that human beings
are the kind of thing which lives for maybe a hundred years or maybe fifty years.    When people
are existing tied up by this kind of thinking then that is the kind of person who needs to fixate
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God.    So we have to say, for the sake of people who believe in God, that there is a God.    We
can’t go around just saying, “God does not exist.”    But although we don’t negate the existence
of God for people who are fixating God, they are also fixating human life, and so we have to say,
“Okay if you just want to live, that’s fine.    You can want to live.”    

But you must not ever actually fixate the standpoint of God, fixate the standpoint of true
love or the almighty.    As I always say, once again the worlds of past, present, and future will ap-
pear when zero breaks itself apart.    There’s no way to escape from this world.    So how should
you think about the path of walking as a human being.    Buddhism is what teaches you this.
Buddhism is not the teaching which teaches you to believe in God, or to seriously think about
love (Correction: better to say, “to think that to live the life of love is a very serious thing.”).
It’s fine to live for God.    It’s fine to live for love, it’s fine to live for the almighty, but don’t fix-
ate that, that’s what we sternly caution you about. 

If  you’ve  been  listening  carefully  then  you’ll  know that  any  kind  of  existent  thing,
whether  it’s  God or a human being is  always changing, always impermanent,  never fixated.
You’ll know that this world and all the existent things in it, all the selves in it are impermanent.
But the great universe that we all live in is unchanging.    It might become bigger, and it might
shrink, but it’s always singular, one and only.    

So as I just asked you, how in the world should we think about our way of life, our way
of walking as a human being.     It’s a very difficult thing to really study Zen and Buddhism.
Anyone who strives to study Zen will come upon times when they think, “ What am I doing try-
ing to understand this incredibly difficult, impossible thing.    There must be something else to
do.    I’m just wasting my time.”

But this activity of impermanence is also an activity that is the most superlative activity,
has nothing above it.    Within the process of everyone doing impermanence many different con-
ditions arise.    You may meet God, or you may meet a handsome boy.    So if you really under-
stand the activity of impermanence you’ll understand that it is a very enjoyable activity.    Spring
appears, fall appears, winter appears.    How can there be any world more enjoyable than this?    If
you attach to God spring will never appear for you.    Winter wont appear for you either.    What
I’m saying is please give me your manifestation of the wisdom that understands this.    I said at
the beginning of the talk that this was an easy part in the text, but we smashed into the activity of
impermanence and so I used up all the time explaining about that.                    
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